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                               Abstract

   rl'he uraniLun and thoriuni content of some basic lavas has been deterinined by using the
neLttren activation met}iod. These lavas revealed raclioactive disequilibrium by means of alpha-

and gamma-ray spectra interpretation. The uranium content of some lavas in younger his-
torical ages has beeii feund te be smaller than that calculated from their radium content assuming

the raclioactive equilibrium, while their ThfU ratios are in average value for such rocks.

                           1. Introduction

    rl"he uranium and thorium content of rocks and meteorites has been determined

by a few workers by neutron activation analysis. This method is believed to be

effective for the determination of uranlum and thorium at the sub-microgram level

in basic rocks and meteorites')t2),3).

    Usually the direct radiometric method is used'i)'5)'6) on the assumption that

the samples are in i-adioactive eguilibrium, but it is noteworthy that not a few

samples of rocks in nature are in radioactive disequilibrium. Among them are
lavas presumably suffered from various geochemical processes.

    The radioactive disequilibrium feature of the sample with high content of
uranium and thorium is easily found by the alpha- and gamma-rays spectrometry,

while that of the samp}e with low content of them as rocks will not be so. In the

latter case, the deteriinination of uyaniuin requires other methods. The authors

have adopted the method in which tl}e rock samples are first activated by the
neutron bombardmeRt and subjected to the spectrometry after an optimum period
of cooling during which most of the produced short-lived nuclides are decayed
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away. The irradiation was carried out 2n the hydraulic tubes of the reactor of
the Research Reactor Institute ef Kyoto Univeysity.

    [l]he authors acknowledge the support of the followings in this research: Assist.

Prof. S. IwATA and the members of the Research Reactor Institute of Kyoto
University for the facilities of the irradation and the gamma-ray measurements,

and Prof. S. SHiMizu of the Institute for Chemical Research of Kyoto University,

for alpha-ray measuremeRts. Finally this investigation has been partly supported

by the financial aids of the Scientific Research Expenditure of the Ministry of

Education, and of the Co-operated Use of the Research Reactor of Kyoto Univer-
sity.

2. Nuclear Data

   Table 1 lists the relevant nuclear data for the nuc}ides produced by
neutron irradiation of the natural isotope mixture of uranium aRd thorium.

 Table 1.
232Th (n, r)
238U (n, r)

Nuclear data for uranium and thorium

233Th -233Pa -233V - .....................
239U - 239Np _.> 239Pu _... 235U ww.............

slo"r

Nuclide Haif-life

233Th

233Pa.

233U

239U

239Np

239Pu

22.l2 m

27.0 d

1.65Å~le5y

 23.54m

2.346 d

2.44 Å~ 104 y

Type of disintegration and its energy (i)vleV)

fl-- 1.245
r O.e292(2.10/.), O.0869(2.70/,), 0.171(0.70/,)

B-- O.l5(370/.), 0.254(580/,), 0.568(5e/.)
r 0.301(22*),0.313(150*), 0.341(6*)
ct 4.773(i4.99/o), 4.816(83•50/o), 4•717(1•69/o)
r o.o42s(o.os o/, ), o.os61(o.ol o/,)

fi- l.21
r O.o736
fi-- O.070(220/,), 0.327(350/,), 0.382(210/,), O.tl,S9(169/.),
   0.723(6 0/, )
r• 0.1064(50"), 0.2e99(9*), e.2284(28*), 0.2546(0.6*),
   0.2777(31*), e.2856(l.4*), 0.3161(3.3*), 0.3344(4.4*)

a : 5.e69(IO.70/.), 5.134(16.80/,), 5.l47(72.50/,)

* relative intensity

                         3. Experimental

3.l.I. Desm-i. tion of samp les

   The samples used in the present study are }isted in Table 2. They are lavas

from volcanoes iR Ky(lsha District with one exception of lava from Hakone in

Kanagawa Prefecture. The Sakurajima lavas are classified according to the
time of eruption: Bummei eruption (1475-6), An'ei eruption (1779), Taish6 erup-

tion (l914) and Sh6wa ermption (1946). The magma of ShOwa lava may be the
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residual of 'lraish6 lava, consldering from the feature of eruptions and the

of the chemical analyses').

            Table 2. Samples used in the uranium and thorium determinations
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results

Sample

Sakurajima

  Bummei lava
  An'ei lava

  Taish6 }ava

  Sh6wa lava

Kirishima lava

Aso lava

Hakone iava

Time of
eruptlon

  1475-6
  1779
  1914
  1946
? historic

? historic

? Quaternary

Rock Åíype

Two pyroxene andesite

Hyperthene andesite

Two pyroxene andesite

Two pyroxene andesite

Two pyrexene andesite

Two pyroxene andesite

Two pyroxene andesite

Locality

Mochiki, East part of Sakurajima

Yumoto, East part of Sakurajima

Akamizu, West part of Sakurajima

Kurokami, East part of Sakurajima

I6dani Spa

Central crater

Hakone Pass

  3.l.2. PrePae'ation of samptes foT irradiation

      The rock is pulverized to the fineness to pass through a 80 mesh sieve. After

  having been dried in an oven at l 100C for several kours, it is put into a desiccator

  for cooling. 0.2 g of the pulverized rock is put into a silica ampoule, then sealed

  at a diminished pressure. The ampoule ls made of silica tubing whose internal

 diameter is 4 mm, cleaned over night in aqua regia, rinsed several t!mes with

  demineralized water and dried in an oven at I100C for three hours.

  3.f.3. PrePa?'ation "S s\tt"dexd Sbrc irradiation

      The comparison technique is adopted in the present activation anaiysls. In

 order to minimize the differential effect of neutron self-shielding and fiux enhance-

 ment, it is desirabie to choose the comparator sampie as rnuch akin as possibie to

  the sample to be assayed in chemical composition and physical property. As such

  a comparator sarnple (monitor) the Deccan Trap (NBS) (0.7 ppm U, 2.8 ppm Th)

 is used in this study. 0.2g of this comparator sample is enampouled under a
• diminished pressure just the same manner with the sample to be assayed.

  3.2. Irradiation conditions

      The samp}es and monitor sealed separately in si}ica tubes are placed side by

  side in an aluminium container for irradiation. The irradiation is made in the

  hydraulic tube of the reactor, in a fiux of thermal neutron of 2 x 10i3 n!cm21sec.

  The duration of irradiation is 10 hours.

      For the correction of the effect of fast neutron, cadmiam ratio is used,
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3.3. Gamma-ray sPectTa resotution

    The content of 233Pa and 239ATp in irradiated samples is determined by gamma-

ray spectrometry about two weeks and two months after irradiation. The gamma-
activity ls measured by means of a single thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal,

with associated electronic equipment in conjunction with a single channel pulse-

height analyser (Aloka, PSM 802, TDC 4) and a 512 multi-channel instrument
(RCL). The ability for resolving gamma-ray spectra has basic irnportance for the

success of instrui:nental activation analysis. For the resolution graPhicat technique ls

used as it is considered to be most appropriate.

3.4. Alpha-ra) spectrometry

    As a trial, thin source method of alpha-activity measurement was adopted for

the samples from Sakttrajima. To prepare a thin source, both the assayed and
monitor samples were treated with fluoric and nitric acids in a platinum crucible

after irradiaÅíion, and Åíhen the resultant solution was deposited on a nickel plate by

evaporation. To insure the escape of radioelement, gamma-ray spectrornetry was

carried out before and after the chemical treatment, and the correction was rnade

by utillzing S9Fe peak.

    The alpha-ray spectrometric assay was made tNvice about a moBth and nine
months after the irradiation. Al} the samp}es were subjected to the alpha-ray
spectrometry as a thick source by means of a 4z proportional flow-counter using

PR gas, the procedure having been fully described by HATuDA and NAGAi8).

                     4. Results and Discussiens

    The results obtained hitherto are listed in II'able 3. The results for uranium

and thorlum content with thin source were rejected as the number of a}pha particle

counted was insuflricient consideriRg from the statistical point of view. I?or uranium

content the va}ues by alpha-ray spectrometry with thick source are cited. For

the thorium content, the obtained values by alpha- and gamma-ray spectrometry
gave the same figures within the experlmental error, differing in the second decimal

place: The figures shown under the heading eq. U are calculated values from
radium content previously determined by one of the authors (T.A.) on the assump-

tioR of radioactive equilibrium betweeB uranium and radium.

    As shown in the table, ThlU ratio ranges from 2.33 to 3.72 with the average

of 3.1 1, which may be reasonable for basic lavas. So far as the obtained data are

concerned, the radium content of these lavas is highly excessive contrary to the

expectation, as the time elapsed since their eruption is shorter than that required

for the radioactive equilibrium between uranium and radium. The discussion
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of this problem is }eft for the next report.

    Table 3. Uranium and thorium content and equilib
            frorn radium content

and Tetsuji AsAyAMA

rium quantity of uranium calculated
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                                                           (ppm)                              Th (ppm)

 Sakuraiirna

                                                                     3.34•                                 3.0                                                          2.1                    0.9  Bummei lava                                             0.72
                                                          IJ                                                                     2.7Jr                                 2.2                    e.s  An'ei lava                                             0.58
                                                                     3.oe                                                          1.3                                 2.l                    0.7  Taisho ]ava                                             0.46
                                                                     3.11  Sh6wa lava                                             o_r)o                                                          1.4                                 2.8                    0.9

 Kirishima lava 0.7 2.6 0.59 1.7 8.72
                                                                     3.jro                                                          1.8                                            0.61                                 1.4                    0.4 Aso lava

                                                                     2.33                                                          0.5" 9.lr.geeigy.3 ...... 9•fi ... i.fi. . o.i6
     * l!adium content determinecl by T. AsAyAMA7).
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